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 The Preliminary Proxy filed on September 4, 2015 by Precision Castparts 

highlights the undervaluation of the Berkshire offer, or in other words 

Berkshire’s margin of safety. While the financial and valuation information 

are sparse, the proxy highlights: (1) Management updated July forecasts are 

significantly above the Wall Street Consensus estimates; (2) Management 

July forecasts are below the May forecasts for PCP on a standalone basis; 

(3) PCP has significant opportunity to create value through M&A (profitable 

re-investment); and (4) very basic logic tests highlight the failure of the 

PCP Board negotiations with BRK. 

  

 The Wall Street research standalone PCP price targets range from $213 to 

$244 per share. The PCP management Revenue, EBIT and EPS estimates 

between 2016 and 2020 are consistently above the Wall Street average 

estimates. By 2018, the PCP management plans EPS estimates are between 

7.3% and 22.5% higher than Wall Street Consensus. Applying a 7.3% 

premium to the Wall Street standalone price target range implies a 

standalone PCP fair value of $229 to $261 per share. Applying a 22.5% 

premium to the Wall Street standalone price target range implies a 

standalone PCP fair value of $261 to $299. 

 

 PCP management presented the Board of Directors both a standalone and 

an M&A business plan in May 2015. There is limited description of the M&A 

plan other than the comment that PCP takes on an incremental $2bn of 

debt in 2016 to execute M&A. The M&A plan EPS in 2020 is $26.51 per share 

compared to the non M&A plan EPS of $22.91. We estimate the incremental 

M&A generates approximately 30% returns per year. Not only should PCP 

investors not sell to BRK, but investors should also provide PCP with 

additional capital to execute M&A. Applying the historical average NTM EPS 

multiple of 16.3x to the 3 Management EPS targets in 2020 implies a 2019 

PCP share price between $348 and $432 per share. 

 

 The Proxy contains numerous disclaimers regarding the Credit Suisse 

fairness opinion “the summary of Credit Suisse’s financial analysis is not a 

complete description of the analyses underlying Credit Suisse’s 

opinion…neither Credit Suisse’s opinion nor the analyses underlying its 

opinion are readily susceptible to partial analysis or summary description.” 

The analysis which either Credit Suisse performed or which is included in 

the Preliminary Proxy is extremely limited. 

 

 The Proxy emphasizes the undervaluation of the BRK offer. Ignoring the 

valuation analysis and simply (1) adding a 30% to 40% premium to the 

maximum price BRK paid to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the 

last 12 months, and (2) adding a 30% to 40% premium to the maximum price 

PCP paid to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the last 12 months 

would yield what we would deem a fair transaction value and a significantly 

higher price than the current BRK offer. In the last 4 quarters, PCP 

acquired 7.9mm shares (nearly 6% of shares) at an average price of $218 

per share. Applying a 30% premium to the $218 repurchase price implies a 

fair transaction value of $284. 

 

 

PCP: Preliminary Proxy Highlights Undervaluation Of Takeover Offer Modern Day Value 

Investing Part 4 

September 8, 2015 

Market Information  

  
Share Price $ $228.88 
52 Week High $249.12 
52 Week Low $186.17 
3M Avg Vol. $mm $217.62 
  
Mkt Cap $bn $31.7 
Firm Value $bn $36.0 

 
 
 

Financials ($mm) 2013 2014 2015 

    
Revenue 8.378 9,533 10,005 
EBIT 2,190 2,659 2,604 
  % Margin 26.1% 27.9% 26.0% 
  % Growth 20.6% 21.4% (2.1%) 
Net Income 1,458 1,777 1,530 
  % Margin 12.2% 24.0% 10.2% 
  % Growth 19.1% 21.9% (13.9%) 
EPS 9.94 12.12 10.66 
  % Growth 18.2% 22.0% (12.0%) 
Div. Per Share 0.12 0.12 0.12 
    
Net Debt / (Cash) 3,527 3,210 4,112 
Net Debt / EBITDA 1.5x 1.1x 1.4x 
    
ROE 16.1% 16.6% 13.9% 
ROIC 13.2% 12.3% 10.2% 
5 Yr Avg ROIC   13.2% 
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PCP Management Forecasts 

 

The preliminary proxy provides three separate PCP management forecasts from 2016 through 2020.  

 

 - May forecast excluding M&A assumes a $1bn bond issuance: 2015 – 2020E Revenue, EBIT and EPS growth of 6.9%, 

9.1% and 13.8% respectively (based on 2015 FY results). EBIT margin improves from 26.1% in 2015 to 28.9% in 2020 

and the weighted average number of shares falls from 144mm to 117mm. 

 

 - May forecast including M&A assumes a $3bn bond issuance: 2015 – 2020E Revenue, EBIT and EPS growth of 12.6%, 

13.4% and 17.2% respectively (based on 2015 FY results). EBIT margin improves from 26.1% in 2015 to 27.1% in 2020 

and the weighted average number of shares falls from 144mm to 118mm. 

 

 - July forecast includes the actual $2bn June 2015 bond issuance and excludes acquisitions: 2015 – 2020E Revenue, 

EBIT and EPS growth of 5.9%, 7.2% and 12.2% respectively (based on 2015 FY results). EBIT margin improves from 

26.1% in 2015 to 27.7% in 2020 and the weighted average number of shares falls from 144mm to 115mm. 

 

All three forecasts are provided in the appendix. 
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The First Takeaway: 

The first takeaway from the 3 management forecasts is that each of the forecasts (May and July Revenue, EBIT 

and EPS) are above the Wall Street Consensus estimates. 

 

The July revenue forecasts are between 1.9% and 8.6% greater than the Wall Street consensus in every year: 

 

Source: Precision Castparts Preliminary Proxy and Wall Street Equity Research 

 

The July EBIT forecasts are between 0.2% and 6.6% greater than the Wall Street consensus in every year: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management July Revenue Estimates are significantly above Wall Street Consensus
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The July EPS forecasts are between 2.6% and 10.2% greater than the Wall Street consensus in every year: 

 

 

Source: Precision Castparts Preliminary Proxy and Wall Street Equity Research  

 

In the previous note “Modern Day Value Investing Part 3”, we highlighted the PCP broker consensus price targets 

which we include below. Please note that the Wall Street Equity Research Consensus operational figures used in 

the charts above are from the same 7 brokers in the table below. 
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Source: Wall Street Equity Research 

 

The table highlights that immediately prior to the offer, the Wall Street Brokers’ consensus Target Price for PCP 

ranged from $213 per share to $244 per share. The average Target Price for PCP was $224 per share.  

 

Adding back the operational delta between the Wall Street Research estimates and the July management 

forecasts, would imply an updated Wall Street Research price target range of $229 to $262 per share. 

 

The Second Takeaway: 

 

The second takeaway from the Management projections is that the Management July forecasts are below the May 

forecasts for PCP on a standalone basis. 

 

The July 2015 forecast reduced the operational outlook (deterioration in the long term prospects of the business – 

bad) but simultaneously doubled the new debt financing from $1bn to $2bn of which 100% of the incremental $1bn 

of debt was allocated to repurchasing shares. 

 

On the one hand, the Board of Directors allocated more capital to share repurchases in May 2015 than at any other 

time in the last 13 years highlighting the undervaluation of the shares while simultaneously or shortly thereafter 

reducing its own forecasts for the operations.  

 

The Management July forecasts are significantly below the Management forecasts from May: 

 

 

 

 

PCP Public Market Target Prices

Target Price

Prior to Offer

Broker 1 215.00

Broker 2 221.00

Broker 3 218.00

Broker 4 230.00

Broker 5 244.00

Broker 6 225.00

Broker 7 213.00

  Average 223.71

Berkshire Offer 235.00

Offer Premium / (Discount) 5.0%
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Source: Preliminary Proxy 

 

The July EBIT forecasts are between 5.1% and 9.2% below the May forecasts excluding M&A and 13.3% to 32.5% 

below the May forecasts including M&A. 

 

 

 

 

Mgmt. July Revenues significanly below May standalone plan and the May plan including M&A
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Source: Preliminary Proxy 

 

The July EPS forecasts are between 5.0% and 7.3% below the May forecasts excluding M&A and 10.8% to 24.2% 

below the May forecasts including M&A. 

 

Finally, the Preliminary Proxy highlights that in July the Management team did not prepare a forecast plan 

including M&A which could be significant given the amount of M&A PCP executes and the value creative nature of 

the M&A. 

 

The Third Takeaway: 

 

The third takeaway from the management plans is the opportunity which PCP has to invest capital (at least $2bn 

in the near term) toward value generative M&A. The May M&A plan highlights incremental debt of $2bn and 

generates an EPS CAGR of 17.2% compared to 13.8% excluding M&A. The table below calculates the incremental 

operations (M&A) IRRs assuming a constant Net Debt/ EBIT multiple (and debt interest rate) given there is an 

increase in the interest expense every year. PCP M&A appear to generate at least 30% IRRs. 
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Source: Preliminary proxy and estimates 

PCP shareholders should not only consider not selling to BRK, but should also consider allocating PCP more capital 

to invest in value creative M&A. BRK should welcome the opportunity to invest additional billions of dollars into 

PCP to execute value accretive transactions.  

 

The Fourth Takeaway: 

 

The fourth takeaway from the management plans is the very strong EPS growth rate. The most conservative plan 

(July) shows a 5 year EPS CAGR of 12.2%. Applying the historical average NTM PE multiple to the 2016E 

management plans EPS implies a standalone fair value of $209 to $219 per share. Applying the NTM PE multiple 

to the 2020E management plans EPS implies a standalone fair value of $348 to $432 per share. Discounting the 

value back at a 7% and 9% discount rate (Credit Suisse DCF discount range in preliminary proxy) implies a current 

standalone fair value of $257 to $341 per share.  

 

May 2015 Mgmt Plans Incl / Excl M&A Highlight M&A IRRs >30%
CAGR

FY 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

May M&A Plan Incremental Debt 2,000

May M&A Plan Incremental EBIT 79 238 428 636 861

Incremental Interest Expense (64) (78) (127) (163) (192)

  Implied interest rate 3.2% 3.9% 6.4% 8.2% 9.6%

  Assume Interest expense is constant (so new debt) 3.9% 3.9% 3.9% 3.9%

  Implied total debt 2,000 3,256 4,179 4,923

    Implied cumulative incremental debt 1,256 2,179 2,923

  Implied debt / incremental EBIT 8.4x 7.6x 6.6x 5.7x

EBIT less Incr Interest (Int related to M&A) 15 160 301 473 669

Tax rate (32.5%) (32.5%) (32.5%) (32.5%) (32.5%)

  Taxes (5) (52) (98) (154) (217)

Implied Incremental Net Income 10 108 203 319 452

Cumulative Incr Net Income ("value") 10 118 321 641 1,092

  Implied EBIT Transcation Multiple (assumes mid year) 12.6x 12.6x 12.6x 12.6x

  Implied sale value (Firm Value) 2,000 3,003 5,401 8,025 10,864

Total Value of Incremental M&A 2,010 3,121 5,722 8,666 11,956

  Less: Incremental Debt (to the 2,000) (1,256) (2,179) (2,923)

New Equity Value 3,121 4,466 6,486 9,033

  Implied IRR on Incremental M&A 24.9% 30.7% 34.2% 35.2%

PCP IRR Considerations - IRRs assuming 12.6x EBIT Entry Multiple and Various EBIT Exit Multiples

Exit EBIT Multiple (assuming 25.3x Entry Multiple)

10.0x 12.6x 14.0x 16.0x 16.9x

Year 1 IRRs 11.8% 24.9% 31.3% 40.1% 43.7%

Year 2 IRRs 18.7% 30.7% 36.2% 43.5% 46.4%

Year 3 IRRs 24.6% 34.2% 38.5% 44.2% 46.4%

Year 4 IRRs 27.7% 35.2% 38.6% 43.0% 44.7%
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Credit Suisse Summary Fairness Opinion 

 

The Proxy contains numerous disclaimers regarding the Credit Suisse fairness opinion “the summary of Credit 

Suisse’s financial analysis is not a complete description of the analyses underlying Credit Suisse’s opinion…neither 

Credit Suisse’s opinion nor the analyses underlying its opinion are readily susceptible to partial analysis or 

summary description.”  

 

In brief, the Credit Suisse Fairness Opinion summary in the preliminary proxy does not include: (1) a historical 

transaction premium analysis; (2) a Wall Street Broker Research analysis; (3) a current peer comparable PE 

analysis; (4) a historical forward peer comparable EBITDA analysis; (5) a historical forward peer comparable PE 

analysis; (6) a Leveraged Buyout (LBO) analysis; or (7) a PCP historical share repurchase analysis. Credit Suisse 

does, however, provide a selected peer transaction analysis which highlights PCP acquired Titanium Metals (TMET – 

please see Modern Day Value Investing Part 3) for more than what Berkshire is paying for PCP today.  

 

Trading Comparable Analysis: 

 

The first analysis presented by Credit Suisse is the Selected Companies Analyses comparing Peer EBITDA multiples. 

No such analyses is presented regarding peer PE multiples (The PCP acquisition of TMET fairness analysis by Morgan 

Stanley included comparable PE analysis). Credit Suisse calendarizes PCP’s financials and applies a CY 2015E 

EBITDA multiple range of 10.0x to 11.0x and a CY 2016E multiple range of 9.0x to 10.0x to arrive at a standalone 

fair value price of $180 to $203 per share.  

 

We attempted to recreate the analysis below: 

 

 

 

We arrive at the $180 to $203 value based on CY 2016, however, the CY 2015 highlights a value of $190 to $211.  

 

 

Furthermore, we execute the same analysis based on the May 2015 management plan including and excluding 

M&A. PCP highlights that Credit Suisse did not perform the analysis on the May 2015 business plans, although does 

not provide a rationale. 

 

July Plan May Ex M&A Plan

  CY 2015

EBITDA Multiple 10.0x 11.0x

EBITDA 2015CY 3,044 3,044

  Impied Value per share 188.90 210.84

  CY 2016

EBITDA Multiple 9.0x 10.0x

EBITDA 2016CY 3,239 3,239

  Impied Value per share 179.60 202.94
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PCP did not provide the EBITDA numbers for the May 2015 business plans (only for the July 2015 business plan) so 

we assume a constant D&A as a % of sales from the July plan to imply the May D&A and add it back to the provided 

May EBIT. 

 

 

 

The analysis highlights an implied standalone PCP fair value of $190 to $232 per share. In our previous research 

note “Modern Day Value Investing Part 3”, we highlighted that the PCP historical NTM EBITDA multiple was 9.9x. 

The PCP NTM EBITDA multiple was on average 44% and 36% higher than Allegheny and the peer group respectively. 

In addition, the premium appears to have been very consistent over time. We applied a selected range of EBITDA 

multiples to the low and the high public market NTM EBITDA estimates to obtain a standalone fair value of $236 

to $268. 

 

Finally, the selection of the peers appears at the very least inconsistent with the peers for the transaction 

comparables and the peers highlighted by PCP in its annual reports and definitive proxies. The peer group omits 

Allegheny Technologies and Transdigm which are both included in the transaction comparable analysis and which 

trade at the higher end of the peer group. The peer group also includes GKN plc, which trades at nearly a 35% 

discount to the peers on EBITDA, which PCP never included in its previous peer groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May Ex M&A Plan May M&A Plan

  CY 2015

EBITDA Multiple 10.0x 11.0x 10.0x 11.0x

EBITDA 2015CY 3,132 3,132 3,223 3,223

  Impied Value per share 195.19 217.76 201.79 225.02

  CY 2016

EBITDA Multiple 9.0x 10.0x 9.0x 10.0x

EBITDA 2016CY 3,386 3,386 3,645 3,645

  Impied Value per share 189.15 213.55 205.93 232.20
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Source: Definitive Proxy (annual proxy) and Preliminary Proxy  

 

Transaction Multiple Analysis: 

 

Credit Suisse provide a historical peer transaction analysis which they claim indicates an implied reference range 

of $218 to $260 per share based on PCP’s LTM EBITDA. In the table below, we recreate the analysis (adding in 

transaction value ourselves). 

 

 

 

 

 

Different Peers For Different Analysis

PCP Proxy: Comp Peer Group PCP Prelim Proxy: Trading Multiples PCP Prelim Proxy: Transaction Mult

Alcoa Inc.

Allegheny Technologies Allegheny Technologies

Alliant Techsystems

Cummins Inc.

Danaher Corporation

Dover Corporation

Eaton Corporation Eaton Corporation

Illinois Tool Works Inc.

Ingersoll-Rand plc

L-3 Communications

Northrop Grumman

Parker-Hannifin Parker-Hannifin

Pentair Ltd.

Raytheon

Rockwell Collins Rockwell Collins

Spirit AeroSystems Spirit AeroSystems

SPX Corporation

Stanley Black & Decker

Textron Inc.

B/E Aerospace

GKN GKN

Honeywell International

Meggitt PLC

Triumph Group

Rolls Royce

United Technologies United Technologies

Woodward Inc

Alcoa

Cobham

General Electric

Transdigm Group
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Note: GKN acquisition of Volvo Aero is stated as 6.3x in the Proxy however 6.3x represents the forward NTM 

EBITDA multiple as per the acquisition press release. The press release highlights that the LTM EBITDA transaction 

multiple is actually 8.4x. 

Source: PCP Preliminary proxy, PCP Quarterly filings, and transaction announcement documents. 

 

Credit Suisse applied a multiple range of 11.5x to 13.5x. At first glance, the multiple range appears to match the 

data. However, based on the LTM EBITDA the implied fair value range would be $203 to $243, not $218 to $260. 

 

The Volvo Aero / GKN plc and the Avio / GE transactions are significant outliers. Excluding the two transactions 

yields an average and median transaction multiple of 13.1x. A 12.0x to 14.0x range implies a fair value of $213 to 

$253. 

 

Subsequently, we look at the LTM EBITDA from Q3 2015 (i.e. CY 2014) of $3.1bn. A 12.5x to 13.5x EBITDA multiple 

implies a fair value of $253 to $275. 

 

 

Transaction Multiples increasing over time with a real average of 13.1 and Real Value of $253 to $275

Date Target Acquiror Trans Val ($mm) LTM EBITDA Mult

7/28/2015 Cytec Industries Solvay SA 5,500 15.2x

3/9/2015 RTI Alcoa 1,500 13.1x

Jun-14 Firth Rixson Alcoa 2,900 14.3x

May-14 Wencor Group Warburg Pincus 13.5x

May-14 Aeroflex Holding Cobham PLC 1,460 11.4x

Aug-13 ARINC Inc Rockwell Collins 1,390 11.1x

Dec-12 Avio SPA General Electric 4,300 8.5x

Nov-12 Titanium Metals Precision Castparts 2,887 13.8x

Jul-12 Volvo Aero GKN plc 8.4x

Sep-11 Goodrich Corporation United Technologies 18,400 12.7x

Nov-10 Ladish Co Allegheny Technologies 778 13.2x

Sep-10 McKechnie Aerospace TransDigm Group 1,270 12.9x

Jan-07 Smiths Aerospace General Electric 4,800 12.4x

Average 12.3x

Median 12.9x

Average excluding Volvo Aero and Avio SPA 13.1x

Median excluding Volvo Aero and Avio SPA 13.1x

Transaction Multiple range 11.5x 12.0x 12.5x 13.0x 13.5x 14.0x 14.5x 15.0x

LTM EBITDA 2,813 2,813 2,813 2,813 2,813 2,813 2,813 2,813

  Implied Equity Value per share 203 213 223 233 243 253 263 274

LTM as of Q3 15 3,143 3,143 3,143 3,143 3,143 3,143 3,143 3,143

  Implied Equity Value per share 230 241 253 264 275 287 298 309
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In addition, we reviewed the transaction premium (% premium to the unaffected stock price) in the transactions 

highlighted by Credit Suisse. Credit Suisse did not provide the transaction premium in the transaction table 

provided in the proxy and Credit Suisse did not perform a transaction premium analysis according to the materials 

provided in the Preliminary Proxy.  

 

 

Source: Public press releases 

 

The transaction premium analysis for the transactions listed by Credit Suisse yields a PCP transaction value range 

of $262 to $281 per share.  

 

Finally, the Credit Suisse analysis only includes one ($2.9bn) of the numerous ($11.3bn) of transactions executed 

by Precision Castparts in the last decade. We estimate that the historical average transaction multiple paid by PCP 

for nearly $7bn of its acquisitions over the last decade was 14.3x which would imply a PCP transaction value of 

$260 to $290 based on the current LTM EBITDA or the Q3 2015 LTM EBITDA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Transaction Premium of 26% to 64% - Select range of 35% to 45% implies PCP Transcation value of $262 to $281

Date Target Acquiror Trans Val ($mm) % Premium

7/28/2015 Cytec Industries Solvay SA 5,500 29.0%

3/9/2015 RTI Alcoa 1,500 50.0%

Jun-14 Firth Rixson Alcoa 2,900 NA

May-14 Wencor Group Warburg Pincus NA

May-14 Aeroflex Holding Cobham PLC 1,460 26.1%

Aug-13 ARINC Inc Rockwell Collins 1,390 NA

Dec-12 Avio SPA General Electric 4,300 NA

Nov-12 Titanium Metals Precision Castparts 2,887 44.2%

Jul-12 Volvo Aero GKN plc NA

Sep-11 Goodrich Corporation United Technologies 18,400 47.0%

Nov-10 Ladish Co Allegheny Technologies 778 63.6%

Sep-10 McKechnie Aerospace TransDigm Group 1,270 NA

Jan-07 Smiths Aerospace General Electric 4,800 NA

Average 43.3%

Median 45.6%

Average excluding Volvo Aero and Avio SPA

Median excluding Volvo Aero and Avio SPA

Transaction Premium 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0% 45.0% 50.0% 55.0% 60.0%

PCP Unaffected Price 194 194 194 194 194 194 194 194

  Implied transaction value 242 252 262 271 281 291 301 310
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Source: Various proxy documents from other sector transactions and publicly available information 

 

DCF Analysis: 

 

Credit Suisse executed a DCF analysis and provide a summary of the results. Based on the July 2015 management 

plan, which was significantly below the May 2015 management plans, a 9.5x to 10.5x terminal EBITDA multiple 

range and a 7.0% to 9.0% discount rate, Credit Suisse implied a standalone valuation reference range of $215 to 

$256. The Credit Suisse DCF analysis highlights that the BRK offer not only does not include a transaction premium 

to the fair value of PCP but also isn’t even at the top end of the standalone PCP value.  

 

 

  

Precision Castparts acquisition multiples range form 13x to 16.5x and 14.3x Avg Implies $260 to $290

Date Target Acquiror Trans Val ($mm) LTM EBITDA Mult

Mar-14 Aerospace Dynamics Precision Castparts 625 16.5x

Jun-13 Permaswage Precision Castparts 600 13.3x

Nov-12 Titanium Metals Precision Castparts 2,887 13.8x

7/17/12 Aerospace Ops of Heroux Precision Castparts 295 13.0x

3/8/12 RathGibson Precision Castparts NA

7/18/11 Primus International Precision Castparts 900 15.0x

8/26/09 Carlton Forge Works Precision Castparts 850 NM

1/8/07 Cherry Aerospace Precision Castparts 300 NM

8/26/05 Specialty Metals Corp Precision Castparts 540 14.4x

  Total Average 6,997 14.3x

  Total Median 14.1x
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Valuation Overview: 

 

 

 

The Credit Suisse valuation information provided in the Preliminary Proxy is extremely limited, providing only 3 

different forms of analysis. The Titanium Metals Morgan Stanley valuation information in the Preliminary Proxy 

regarding the sale to PCP, which was a transaction worth 10% of the current transaction, included a significant 

additional amount of analysis.  

 

In addition to the limited amount of valuation information, there is a significant inconsistency when the 

standalone DCF analysis yields a value range of $215 to $260 and the transaction EBITDA analysis yields a value 

range of $218 to $260. Both the standalone and the transaction value of PCP should not be the same. Given the 

significant amount of share repurchases in the last 9 quarters the lack of reference to the share repurchase prices 

is also particular.  

 

Our analysis continues to highlight a standalone fair value range of $221 to $250 which also passes the “logic” test 

when reviewed against the fact that PCP initiated a share repurchase plan for the first time in over a decade and 

spent a majority of its free cash flow repurchasing shares over the last 9 quarters between $195 and $257 per 

share with a total blended average price of $221 per share, the low end of our standalone fair value range.  

 

 

Valuation Overview: Standalone value $221 to $256 and M&A Transaction Value of $261 to $291

Credit Suisse Modern Day Value Investor

Standalone Value M&A Value Standalone Value M&A Value

Low High Low High Low High Low High

EBITDA Trading Multiple 180 203 236 268

PE Trading Multiple NA NA 232 273

DCF 215 256 NA NA

EBITDA Transaction Multiple 218 260 253 275

PE Transaction Multiple (PCP based on TMET) 337 359

PCP Historical Transaction Multiples NA NA 260 290

Public Market Standalone Price Targets NA NA 213 244

Disc. Public Mkt Price Targets (MS TMET) NA NA 204 214

Transaction Prem. Applied to Disc. Value of Public Market Targets NA NA 278 286

Historical Transaction Premium Analysis NA NA 262 281

Berkshire Hathaway Historical Transactions Premiums Paid NA NA 233 254

  Average Value per share 198 230 218 260 221 250 270 291

  Median Value per share 198 230 218 260 222 256 261 284

PCP Share Repurchase Price Range Over Last 9 QuartersNA NA 195 257

      *** Is It A Coincidence That PCP Repurchased Shares At Or Below The Above Calculated Standalone Fair Value?

      *** Or Did PCP Board of Directors Also Calculate the Standalone Fair Value of PCP between $221 and $250 

and purchase 10% of share capital for average price of $221
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Preliminary Proxy Transaction and Timeline Considerations 

 

The total timeframe between Mr. Buffett’s offer for PCP and the PCP approval was approximately 5 weeks. The 

proxy highlights that the Board was aware that Mr. Buffett historically stated he would not participate in an 

auction and used such knowledge to preclude it from seeking alternative bids; however, there is no indication that 

the Board asked Mr. Buffett permission to seek alternative bids or alternatively asked Mr. Buffett if the company 

sought alternative bids if Mr. Buffett would remove his offer. In addition, Mr. Buffett was only asked once if he 

would improve his offer whereby he stated he would not as the EBITDA multiple of his offer was the maximum he’d 

ever paid: “Mr. Buffett states that $235 is his final offer and the EBITDA multiple for PCP is in excess of what he 

has paid in the past.”  

 

We highlight the sentence given Mr. Buffett has written a tremendous amount regarding investing and has not only 

never mentioned the EBITDA multiple as one of his valuation methodologies but moreover has oftentimes 

highlighted investors should focus on net income, cash flows and returns.  

 

In Modern Day Value Investing Part 3 we highlighted that BRK has paid significantly higher “transaction premiums 

to the unaffected stock price” then it has done so for PCP. There is no mention of Mr. Donegan highlighting such 

fact in his negotiations with Mr. Buffett.  

 

Moreover, there is no reference to Mr. Donegan asking Mr. Buffett the maximum price Mr. Buffett or BRK paid to 

acquire PCP shares in the open market or the maximum PCP paid to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the 

last 12 months. We estimate that between September and December 2014, BRK very likely paid more than $235 

per share to acquire shares in the open market.  

 

Reverting to our “basic logic test”, the very simple price negotiation Mr. Donegan could have engaged in with Mr. 

Buffett would have been to ask Mr. Buffett the maximum Mr. Buffett or BRK paid to acquire shares in the open 

market and increase such amount by a transaction premium of 30% to 40% (the standard M&A premium). BRK would 

have obtained a fair deal given Mr. Buffett highlights he only acquires shares in businesses when the price does not 

fully reflect the value of the operations. Therefore, anytime Mr. Buffett / BRK acquired shares in PCP he / BRK 

thought PCP was undervalued. After all, BRK could have chosen to repurchase its own shares instead of acquiring 

shares in PCP.  

 

Alternatively, Mr. Donegan could have told Mr. Buffett that BRK would need to pay a 30% to 40% premium to the 

maximum price PCP paid to acquire shares in PCP in the open market in the last 12 months. Given the PCP Board 

was made aware that BRK did not participate in transaction auctions, the Board should have been aware of what 

Mr. Buffett has consistently stated regarding share repurchases. 

 

‘1) “Charlie and I favor repurchases when two conditions are met: first, a company has ample funds to take care of 

the operational and liquidity needs of its business; second, its stock is selling at a material discount to the 

company’s intrinsic business value, conservatively calculated” 
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‘2) “This discussion of repurchases offers me the chance to address the irrational reaction of many investors to 

changes in stock prices. When Berkshire buys stock in a company that is repurchasing shares, we hope for two 

events: First, we have the normal hope that earnings of the business will increase at a good clip for a long time to 

come; and second, we also hope that the stock underperforms in the market for a long time as well.” 

Source: Berkshire Hathaway Annual Letter to Investors 

Note: We include several quotations from the Berkshire Hathaway annual letters regarding share repurchases and 

comments in the appendix below.  

 

However, there is no mention of Mr. Donegan and Mr. Buffett talking about share repurchases and no mention of 

the maximum price paid by PCP to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the last 12 months.  

 

The Board decided to pursue the merger without soliciting alternative bids prior to announcement, but highlights 

it chose to focus its efforts on a low termination fee in order to solicit bids after the announcement of the 

transaction with Berkshire: 

 

“The Board concluded that it would be in the best interests of the Company and its shareholders to secure the 

benefits of the proposed transaction with Berkshire, while retaining the ability to pursue and accept a superior 

proposal following announcement of a transaction with Berkshire. The Board noted that obtaining a relatively low 

termination fee would be important” 

 

Once again, ignoring the standard wall street M&A language, the above sentence makes limited to no sense. 

Instead of seeking alternative bidders prior to signing a merger agreement and incurring a termination fee, it 

makes more sense to seek a bidder after signing a merger document and agreeing to a termination fee? If the 

business were on the verge of bankruptcy, such a statement might make sense, but for a business which has strong 

operating performance, no risk of bankruptcy, and recently emphasized the undervaluation of its share price 

relative to the value of the operations, such statement makes no sense. In addition in the last 12 months, not only 

was PCP allocating capital to acquire its own shares but it was still focused on acquisitions and acquired four 

businesses. If the entire business cycle were coming to an end, M&A (in the same sector) could be the worst form 

of capital allocation. Holding cash would be a much better option.  

 

The proxy highlights that the initial termination fee was $1bn which PCP countered with an offer of $158mm. The 

final agreed termination fee was $600mm. While at first glance, the termination fee at 1.9% of equity is on the 

lower end of termination fees as a % of equity value, applying the “basic logic test” highlights:  

 

‘1) BRK likely paid approximately $800mm for its stake in PCP. Should the transaction fail to materialize, BRK 

would receive $600mm representing a 73% gain on the investment.  

 

‘2)  While PCP highlights the importance of a low termination fee in order to seek alternative bids, PCP ultimately 

agreed to a termination fee which was 380% higher than the original proposal. If only the PCP Board had managed 

to increase Mr. Buffett’s initial offer by 380%. 
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Conclusion 

 

Since the transaction was announced, approximately 85mm PCP shares (62% of outstanding share capital) have 

traded hands. While the same shares can trade hands numerous times, the numbers suggests that a very large 

number of PCP shareholders prior to the offer have sold their shares, implicitly accepting the offer. On the other 

hand, all purchasers of PCP shares since the transaction announcement could push for an improved offer.  

 

The Preliminary Proxy filed on September 4, 2015 by Precision Castparts highlights the undervaluation of the 

Berkshire offer, or in other words Berkshire’s margin of safety. While the financial and valuation information are 

sparse, the proxy highlights: (1) Management updated July forecasts are significantly above the Wall Street 

Consensus estimates; (2) Management July forecasts are below the May forecasts for PCP on a standalone basis; (3) 

PCP has significant opportunity to create value through M&A (profitable re-investment); and (4) very basic logic 

tests highlight the failure of the PCP Board negotiations with BRK. 

 

Based on the May 2015 M&A plan, PCP shareholders not only refuse the BRK proposal, but should also provide PCP 

with additional capital to execute M&A. Applying the historical average NTM EPS multiple of 16.3x to the 3 

Management EPS targets in 2020 implies a 2019 PCP share price between $348 and $432 per share. 

 

The lack of analysis which either Credit Suisse performed or which is published in the Preliminary Proxy is 

extremely limited compared to the amount of analysis Morgan Stanley presented to the TMET Board of Directors in 

the 2012 transaction with PCP. 

 

The Preliminary Proxy further emphasizes the undervaluation of the BRK offer for PCP and the lack of basic logic in 

the negotiations. Our valuation analysis highlights a PCP standalone fair value range of $221 to $250 and a 

transaction fair value range of $270 to $291. 

 

Ignoring all of the valuation analysis and simply (1) adding a 30% to 40% premium to the maximum price BRK paid 

to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the last 12 months, and (2) adding a 30% to 40% premium to the 

maximum price PCP paid to acquire PCP shares in the open market in the last 12 months would yield what we 

would deem a fair transaction value and a significantly higher price than the current BRK offer. In the last 4 

quarters, PCP acquired 7.9mm shares (nearly 6% of shares) at an average price of $218 per share. Applying a 30% 

premium to the $218 repurchase price implies a fair transaction value of $284. 
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Appendix – Buffett and Munger Historical Commentary On Share Repurchases 

(2011 and 1984 Berkshire Hathaway Letters to Investors) 

 

 ‘1) “Charlie and I favor repurchases when two conditions are met: first, a company has ample funds to take care 

of the operational and liquidity needs of its business; second, its stock is selling at a material discount to the 

company’s intrinsic business value, conservatively calculated” 

    - ‘Comment: PCP has ample funds to take care of operational and liquidity needs and its stock is selling at a 

material discount to the company’s instrinsic value, conservatively calculated. 

 

‘2) “We have witnessed many bouts of repurchasing that failed our second test. Sometimes, of course, infractions – 

even serious ones – are innocent; many CEOs never stop believing their stock is cheap. In other instances, a less 

benign conclusion seems warranted.” 

    - ‘Comment: CEOs oftentimes repurchase their own stock when they believe their stock is cheap. Mark Donegan 

is not only the CEO but also the Chairman of the Board of PCP and only recently initiated a share repurchase plan 

highlighting that in the last 13 or 15 years he has only thought his shares were cheap today. 

 

‘3) “Charlie and I have mixed emotions when Berkshire shares sell well below intrinsic value. We like making 

money for continuing shareholders, and there is no surer way to do that than by buying an asset – our own stock – 

that we know to be worth at least x for less than that – for .9x, .8x or even lower. (As one of our directors says, 

it’s like shooting fish in a barrel, after the barrel has been drained and the fish have quit flopping.)” 

 

‘4) “This discussion of repurchases offers me the chance to address the irrational reaction of many investors to 

changes in stock prices. When Berkshire buys stock in a company that is repurchasing shares, we hope for two 

events: First, we have the normal hope that earnings of the business will increase at a good clip for a long time to 

come; and second, we also hope that the stock underperforms in the market for a long time as well.” 

    - ‘Comment: Berkshire was acquiring shares in PCP as PCP repurchase its own shares. BRK launched a takeover 

of PCP as the PCP stock price traded at near all-time lows.  

 

‘5) “Today, IBM has 1.16 billion shares outstanding, of which we own about 63.9 million or 5.5%. Naturally, what 

happens to the company’s earnings over the next five years is of enormous importance to us. Beyond that, the 

company will likely spend $50 billion or so in those years to repurchase shares. Our quiz for the day: What should a 

long-term shareholder, such as Berkshire, cheer for during that period? 

I won’t keep you in suspense. We should wish for IBM’s stock price to languish throughout the five years. 

Let’s do the math. If IBM’s stock price averages, say, $200 during the period, the company will acquire 250 million 

shares for its $50 billion. There would consequently be 910 million shares outstanding, and we would own about 7% 

of the company. If the stock conversely sells for an average of $300 during the five-year period, IBM will acquire 

only 167 million shares. That would leave about 990 million shares outstanding after five years, of which we would 

own 6.5%. 

If IBM were to earn, say, $20 billion in the fifth year, our share of those earnings would be a full $100 million 

greater under the “disappointing” scenario of a lower stock price than they would have been at the higher price. 

At some later point our shares would be worth perhaps $1.5 billion more than if the “high-price” repurchase 

scenario had taken place.” 
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Under a standalone scenario, the BRK earnings in PCP double or alternatively stated the acquisition PE multiple 

falls from approximately 20x to 9x. In a takeover, BRK can create additional value through a lower cost of capital 

and potentially additional re-investment opportunities which PCP could not fund on its own.  

IBM Share Repurchase Example

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

IBM Shares Out. (mm) 1,160.00

BRK Shares Owned (mm) 63.90

  % BRK Owned 5.5%

Share repurchase spend over 5 years ($mm) 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Avg IBM Stock Price 200 200 200 200 200 300 300 300 300 300

# of Shares acquired per year (mm) 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 33.33 33.33 33.33 33.33 33.33

  Implied IBM Shares Oustanding 1,110 1,060 1,010 960 910 1,127 1,093 1,060 1,027 993

  Implied BRK % ownership 5.8% 6.0% 6.3% 6.7% 7.0% 5.7% 5.8% 6.0% 6.2% 6.4%

IBM Earnings ($mm) 20,000 20,000

  Earnings to BRK ($mm) 1,404 1,287

  Addtitional Earnings to BRK if IBM trades at lower price ($mm) 118

  Implied EPS 21.98 20.13

  Implied PE Multiple 9.1x 14.9x

 - Entry price is what matters the most

BRK Entry Price per share 167.19

Total Price paid 10,683

  PE Paid on NTM Earnings 11.5x

  Entry Yield 8.7%

IBM Example applied to PCP (assumes BRK does not acquire PCP and PCP spends 100% of net income on share repurchase)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

PCP Shares Out 139

BRK Shares owned 4

  % BRK Owned 3.0%

Share repurchase spend over 5 years - 100% of Net Inc.1,731 1,755 1,895 2,114 2,332 2,445

Avg PCP Stock Price 235 235 235 235 235 235

# of Shares acquired per year (mm) 7.47 8.06 9.00 9.92 10.40

  Implied PCP Shares out 131 123 114 104 94

  Implied BRK % ownership 3.2% 3.4% 3.7% 4.0% 4.5%

PCP Earnings ($mm) 1,755 1,895 2,114 2,332 2,445

  Earnings to BRK ($mm) 56 65 78 94 109

  Addtitional Earnings to BRK if PCP trades at lower price ($mm)

  Implied EPS 12.01 13.37 15.38 18.51 22.36 26.04

  Implied PE Multiple 19.6x 17.6x 15.3x 12.7x 10.5x 9.0x
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‘6) “The logic is simple: If you are going to be a net buyer of stocks in the future, either directly with your own 

money or indirectly (through your ownership of a company that is repurchasing shares), you are hurt when stocks 

rise. You benefit when stocks swoon. Emotions, however, too often complicate the matter: Most people, including 

those who will be net buyers in the future, take comfort in seeing stock prices advance. These shareholders 

resemble a commuter who rejoices after the price of gas increases, simply because his tank contains a day’s 

supply. 

Charlie and I don’t expect to win many of you over to our way of thinking – we’ve observed enough human 

behavior to know the futility of that – but we do want you to be aware of our personal calculus.” 

    - ‘Comment: As PCP’s share price fell, not only did PCP increase its share repurchases, but BRK also bought 

additional shares. Ultimately, as the PCP price continued to fall and global markets reacted negatively to oil 

price declines, china instability, etc…, BRK made a takeover proposal. Mr. Buffett and Mr. Munger clearly state 

their investment strategy highlighting the reasons they are successful. 

 

‘7)  “The companies in which we have our largest investments have all engaged in significant stock repurchases at 

times when wide discrepancies existed between price and value.  As shareholders, we find this encouraging and 

rewarding for two important reasons - one that is obvious, and one that is subtle and not always understood.  The 

obvious point involves basic arithmetic: major repurchases at prices well below per-share intrinsic business value 

immediately increase, in a highly significant way, that value.  When companies purchase their own stock, they 

often find it easy to get $2 of present value for $1.  Corporate acquisition programs almost never do as well and, in 

a discouragingly large number of cases, fail to get anything close to $1 of value for each $1 expended. 

The other benefit of repurchases is less subject to precise measurement but can be fully as important over time.  

By making repurchases when a company’s market value is well below its business value, management clearly 

demonstrates that it is given to actions that enhance the wealth of shareholders, rather than to actions that 

expand management’s domain but that do nothing for (or even harm) shareholders.  Seeing this, shareholders and 

potential shareholders increase their estimates of future returns from the business.  This upward revision, in turn, 

produces market prices more in line with intrinsic business value.  These prices are entirely rational.  Investors 

should pay more for a business that is lodged in the hands of a manager with demonstrated pro-shareholder 

leanings than for one in the hands of a self-interested manager marching to a different drummer. (To make the 

point extreme, how much would you pay to be a minority shareholder of a company controlled by Robert Wesco?)” 

    - ‘Comment: PCP engaged in its first share repurchases as BRK started to acquire shares. Mr. Buffett 

highlighted a transaction condition was Mr. Donegan staying in place as CEO of the PCP operations. Mr. Buffett 

values Mr. Donegan.  

 

‘8) “When companies with outstanding businesses and comfortable financial positions find their shares selling far 

below intrinsic value in the marketplace, no alternative action can benefit shareholders as surely as repurchases.” 

    - ‘Comment: Not only is PCP engaging in its first share repurchase in over a decade, but BRK is also launching a 

takeover of PCP (i.e. it’s as if BRK is repurchasing the entire PCP shares outstanding). What more do you need to 

know that PCP is significantly undervalued today? 
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Appendix – Management Business Plans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May 2015 Management Plan Excluding M&A and assuming $1bn of new Debt

CAGR

FY ($mm) 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 15-'17 15-18 15-20

Sales 10,005 10,366 11,127 12,131 13,353 13,992 5.5% 6.6% 6.9%

EBIT 2,612 2,835 3,086 3,422 3,833 4,042 8.7% 9.4% 9.1%

  Interest Expense (65) (101) (103) (85) (85) (57) 25.9% 9.4% (2.6%)

EBT 2,547 2,734 2,983 3,337 3,748 3,985 8.2% 9.4% 9.4%

  Tax Expense (816) (889) (970) (1,085) (1,218) (1,295) 9.0% 10.0% 9.7%

Earnings 1,731 1,845 2,013 2,252 2,530 2,690 7.8% 9.2% 9.2%

  Equity in loss (earnings) of uncon. Aff (6) 0 0 0 0

Net Income from continuing ops 1,731 1,839 2,013 2,252 2,530 2,690 7.8% 9.2% 9.2%

EPS 12.01 13.36 15.36 17.90 20.85 22.91 13.1% 14.2% 13.8%

  Implied NOSH 144 138 131 126 121 117 (4.7%) (4.4%) (4.0%)

EBIT Margin 26.1% 27.3% 27.7% 28.2% 28.7% 28.9%

Net Income Margin 17.7% 18.1% 18.6% 18.9% 19.2%

Tax rate 32.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5%

May 2015 Management Plan Including M&A and assuming $3bn of new Debt

CAGR

FY ($mm) 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 15-'17 15-18 15-20

Sales 10,005 10,858 12,454 14,344 16,489 18,087 11.6% 12.8% 12.6%

EBIT 2,612 2,914 3,324 3,850 4,469 4,903 12.8% 13.8% 13.4%

  Interest Expense (65) (165) (181) (212) (248) (249) 66.9% 48.3% 30.8%

EBT 2,547 2,749 3,143 3,638 4,221 4,654 11.1% 12.6% 12.8%

  Tax Expense (816) (893) (1,021) (1,182) (1,372) (1,513) 11.9% 13.1% 13.1%

Earnings 1,731 1,856 2,122 2,456 2,849 3,141 10.7% 12.4% 12.7%

  Equity in loss (earnings) of uncon. Aff 0 (6) 0 0 0 0

Net Income from continuing ops 1,731 1,850 2,122 2,456 2,849 3,141 10.7% 12.4% 12.7%

EPS 12.01 13.43 16.17 19.46 23.35 26.51 16.0% 17.5% 17.2%

  Implied NOSH 144 138 131 126 122 118 (4.6%) (4.3%) (3.8%)

EBIT Margin 26.1% 26.8% 26.7% 26.8% 27.1% 27.1%

Net Income Margin 17.0% 17.0% 17.1% 17.3% 17.4%

Tax rate 32.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5%
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Source: Preliminary Proxy 

 

Appendix - Preliminary Proxy Transaction Details Overview 

 

Voting Considerations 

 

‘ – Board unanimously recommends voting for the proposal to approve the merger agreement. 

 

‘ – Failure to vote will have the same effect as a vote against the proposal to approve the merger agreement. 

 

‘ – Abstentions, failures to vote, and “broker non-votes” will have the same effect as a vote against the proposal 

to approve the merger. 

 

‘ – Board unanimously recommends voting for the nonbinding compensation proposal. 

 

‘- The approval of the nonbinding compensation proposal requires the approval by a majority of the votes cast 

affirmatively or negatively on that proposal at the special meeting. 

 

‘ - Assuming a quorum is present at the special meeting, abstentions, failures to vote and “broker non-votes” will 

have no effect on the outcome of the nonbinding compensation proposal. 

 

‘ - Definition of a PCP Quorum - Majority of all issued and outstanding shares entitled to vote whether present in 

person or by proxy. 

July 2015 Management Plan Including actual new debt of $2bn and no M&A

CAGR

FY ($mm) 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 15-'17 15-18 15-20

Sales 10,005 10,323 10,993 11,913 12,897 13,346 4.8% 6.0% 5.9%

EBIT 2,612 2,731 2,935 3,236 3,560 3,700 6.0% 7.4% 7.2%

  Interest Expense (65) (118) (127) (105) (105) (78) 39.8% 17.3% 3.7%

EBT 2,547 2,613 2,808 3,131 3,455 3,622 5.0% 7.1% 7.3%

  Tax Expense (816) (852) (913) (1,017) (1,123) (1,177) 5.8% 7.6% 7.6%

Earnings 1,731 1,761 1,895 2,114 2,332 2,445 4.6% 6.9% 7.2%

  Equity in loss (earnings) of uncon. Aff 0 (6) 0 0 0 0

Net Income from continuing ops 1,731 1,755 1,895 2,114 2,332 2,445 4.6% 6.9% 7.2%

EPS 12.01 12.80 14.60 17.05 19.61 21.35 10.3% 12.4% 12.2%

  Implied NOSH 144 137 130 124 119 115 (5.1%) (4.9%) (4.5%)

EBIT Margin 26.5% 26.7% 27.2% 27.6% 27.7%

Net Income Margin 17.0% 17.2% 17.7% 18.1% 18.3%

Tax rate 32.6% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5% 32.5%
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Appendix - Historical NTM PE Multiple and Share Repurchases 

 

Starting at the end of FY 2013, but ramping up in 2014 PCP shifted its capital allocation to share repurchases. The 

chart below indicates the amount spent on share repurchases relative to the PCP next twelve months (NTM) PE 

multiple between 2006 and Q1 2016. The average PCP NTM PE multiple between January 2006 and June 2015 was 

16.3x. PCP acquire a majority of its shares in FY 2014 and 2015 while PCP NTM PE multiples were between 18.5x 

and 16.5x. 

 

 

Did management purposefully choose to pay a higher PE to repurchase shares than the average PE and destroy 

value? Or alternatively, did management believe that the NTM Earnings (the denominator) was too low and that it 

was actually buying back shares at a lower PE? In other words, while near term EPS Guidance fell from $15.50 - 

$16.50 to $12.25 - $13.15 and the share price reacted accordingly, did the PCP board continue to believe in the 

higher earnings range? 

 

The below chart highlights the Berkshire Headline Offer PE multiple of 18.5x at the current EPS guidance which is 

at a slight premium to the average NTM PCP PE but only in-line with the multiple that PCP was willing to 

repurchase its own shares.   

 

However, assuming the original EPS guidance, the BRK Offer PE multiple is 14.7x which is significantly below the 

PCP average as well as the S&P 500 last 10 year NTM PE average of 15.1x. 

 

 

 

 

Share Repurchase ($mm) - A vast majority of share repurchases executed between 18.5x and 16.5x NTM PE
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Appendix – PCP Historical Share Repurchases 

 

After 10 years without any share repurchases, PCP announced a significant share repurchase program in January 

2013 (Q4 13) leading to a fundamental shift in capital allocation away from M&A and organic growth which drove 

over 15% EPS CAGR for over a decade. PCP acquired over 10% of the share capital in the last 9 quarters with an 

average price of $221.28. The BRK offer represents a 6% premium to the total blended share repurchase price.  

 

 

 

 

At first glance the BRK Offer Multiple appears to be 18.5x but could it actually be 14.7x?
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Berkshire Offer based on original 2016 EPS Guidance Implied NTM PE of 14.7x

Berkshire Offer Headline PE multiple of 18.5x based on most recent 2016 EPS Guidance

Acquisition Price represents only a 6% premium to a Board highlighted UNDERVALUED  Price

Precision Castparts (PCP) - Reecnt Share Repurchase History

Jun 13 Sept 13 Dec 13 Mar 14 Jun 14 Sept 14 Dec 14 Mar 15 Jun 15

(Year End March 31) Q1 14 Q2 14 Q3 14 Q4 14 Q1 15 Q2 15 Q3 15 Q4 15 Q1 16 Cumul.

  Share Price During Period

Low 180 211 227 243 238 226 215 186 200

Average 202 225 251 259 256 243 231 212 210

High 227 254 272 275 275 261 245 242 222

Number of shares repurchased (mm) 0.800 1.000 0.035 0.764 0.637 2.260 0.836 3.486 1.292 11.110

Total spend on share repurchase ($mm) 156 221 9 194 159 524 194 730 271 2,458

  Price per share on repurchase 195.00 221.00 257.14 254.53 249.24 231.90 232.07 209.35 210.01 221.28

    Premium / (Discount) of BRK Offer 20.5% 6.3% (8.6%) (7.7%) (5.7%) 1.3% 1.3% 12.3% 11.9% 6.2%

Cumulative shares purchased 1 1.800 1.835 2.599 3.236 5.496 6.331 9.812 11.104

Cumulative spend on repurchase 156 377 385 580 739 1,263 1,457 2,186 2,457

  Implied cumulative price per share of repurchase 195.00 209.44 209.81 223.21 228.33 229.82 230.12 222.79 221.27

    Premium / (Discount) of BRK Offer 12.2% 12.0% 5.3% 2.9% 2.3% 2.1% 5.5% 6.2%
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As PCP increased share repurchase spend June '14 - 15 BRK bought PCP shares in open market more than doubling its stake

BRK first disclosed a stake in PCP in Sept 2012

9/31/1212/31/12 3/31/13 6/31/13 9/31/1312/31/13 3/31/14 6/31/14 9/31/1412/31/14 3/31/15 6/31/15

PCP Shares (000s) 518 1,185 1,185 1,185 1,185 1,185 1,185 1,084 1,084 1,298 1,506

PCP Value of Shares ($mm) 85 224 225 268 269 319 299 274 257 313 316

PCP Shares (000s) 731 793 793 793 793 793 793 793 998 1,556 2,695

PCP Value of Shares ($mm) 119 150 150 179 180 213 200 200 236 375 566

Total Shares (000s) 1,249 1,977 1,977 1,977 1,977 1,977 1,977 1,877 2,082 2,854 4,201

Total Value ($mm) 204 375 375 447 449 532 500 474 493 687 882

  Implied Price per share 163 189 190 226 227 269 253 252 237 241 210

  PCP Avg Price during quarter 161 175 188 202 225 251 259 256 243 231 212 210

  PCP Price Paid for Repurchase 195 221 257 255 249 232 232 209 210

Total Shares Outstanding (mm) 146 145 145 145 143 143 142 139 137

  BRK % of Total Shares Outstanding 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.5% 2.0% 3.0% 3.1%

PCP Spend on quarterly share repurchase ($mm) 156 221 9 194 159 524 194 730 271

Source: Shares outstanding from quarterly filings and excludes impact of dilution, BRK SEC Filings, PCP Quarterly Filings, PCP Annual Filings
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Source Documentation: All Publicly Available Online 

 

1) PCP Website 

2) PCP SEC Filings 

3) Triumph Group Website 

4) Triumph Group Filings 

5) BRK SEC Filings 

6) Titanium Metals SEC Filings 

7) Alcoa filings for RTI acquisition 

8) SEC Filings for various investment funds (13F filings) 

9) General Internet 

 

Disclosures and Notices 

 

Soulor Research research and reports express our opinions, which we have based upon generally available 

information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical process. To the 

best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained 

from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the 

stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. 

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. Soulor 

Research makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such 

information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. Further, any report on this site contains a 

very large measure of analysis and opinion. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and 

Soulor Research does not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and 

opinion contained in them. 

 

Investing is a risky activity and can lead to substantial losses. This research report does not provide individually 

tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and 

objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors 

 

This research report is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Soulor Research is not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. 

 

You agree that the information in this research is copyrighted, and you therefore agree not to distribute this 
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